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after the film was finished, we (the salim-javed team) went straight home to my father(who was on salary of the sholay studio) and to my mother. we were all in that mood of having just seen a film and talking about it. we were still in that quiet mood in which the mind is absorbing the movie, we didnt talk for a long time. eventually, i brought it up by saying i was going to make a point of talking to dad about my feelings about what i had just seen and heard. for some

reason, at that moment i knew, i knew i couldnt take it home. i told him that i felt the film was important and had to go out with dad because he could make its significance clear to the world. it was so obvious to me, i said. then i was confronted with a silent dad. this was what i was to remember. he never said a word. i went on to say the film had given me a sense of a lifetime, because the writer, dilip kumar, used the word shagirdi (or shakti in hindi, i think) all through
the film to signify the armed strength of veeru. this word had been strangely awakened in me and was to stay with me for a long time. i did not like the film but, i was convinced that i would not have given it as much satisfaction if dilip kumar had not made it so. its significance was not lost on me. somebody had once said that every generation has its own sholay. i know im getting personal, but you can lose count of the times that this film was being discussed by us, just
before it was released. perhaps r.k.sharma had no interest in cinema, or perhaps he knows it can never be a mere art form but must necessarily involve politics. he comes to the cinema with an open mind and since it has no problems or controversies, it doesnt trouble him much. for me, i had wanted to see the film because of dilip kumar. but all those around me did not. the sippys told me they hadnt seen it and r k sharma asked me why i was going to see a 'dekhenge'.

i asked them why i shouldnt; they couldnt think of a reason, so off i went.
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arguably the most influential and powerful writers in hindi film history, salim-javed (as they came to be credited) were responsible not only for creating the angry young man formula, but also for encouraging filmmakers like prakash mehra, ramesh sippy, and yash chopra to cast amitabh bachchan in the films that led to his embodying that
archetype. no writers before or since have wielded the clout salim-javed did, famously demanding that their names appear on film posters along with those of the director, producer, and lead actors. so highly regarded was their contribution to the success of the films theyd scripted that they became the first ever indian screenwriters to

receive a share of the films profits. i remember watching this movie when i was a kid. actually my first movie and this was the best first movie that i have ever watched. and it was this movie that started me liking the film industry. i watched it many times over. later when i was growing up and started watching bollywood movies i came to
watch few more.i still really really believe that this movie should have been made. there are actually many movies that are meant to be this kind. the quality is ok, but this should have been made with the money it was cost. i am looking forward for a remake of this movie, it should be done with the same quality. and should bring me to

watch it once again. i think sholay is one of the best bollywood movies ever made. and this kind of movies should be made more often, for the people would love this kind of movies. kumar sanu is my favourite actor this is such an amazing movie and definitely one of my most favourite movies. the acting, cinematography and other factors
are exceptional. the movie also takes place in india, and not in some other country like a few bollywood movies. even the ancient indian sounding language is used here. and everything is written in the hindi language. the mood of the movie is different from the one in other bollywood movies. this was my first introduction to the world of

bollywood and i loved this movie. the characters in the movie are awesome. i hate the villain in this movie. the other characters are all awesome too. that’s how the movie should be in my opinion. 5ec8ef588b
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